
MILOŠ BRAJEVIĆ
Belgrade, Serbia (Open to Remote) | (+381) 69 11 68 255 | brajevicms@gmail.com
linkedin.com/in/brajevicm |github.com/brajevicm

TECHNICAL SKILLS

Frontend | JavaScript, TypeScript, React, Redux, Next.js, Gatsby, CSS, SASS, styled-components
Backend | Java, PHP, Node.js, Express, Fastify, MongoDB, MySQL, RabbitMQ, Memcached, Redis, Nginx, Apache
Testing/Deployment | Jest, Cypress, Jenkins, Travis-CI
Developer Tools | Docker, Git, npm, Webpack, Babel, Figma, JetBrains

EXPERIENCE & PROJECTS

Senior Frontend Engineer | Smallpdf Jul 2022 - Present
Implementation of eSign and document storage solution TypeScript | React | Redux | Node.js | Jenkins | Webpack

Reduced the build step in Jenkins pipeline from (±17 mins)  to (±8 mins) , which resulted in 470k  EUR yearly
savings on average by introducing caching, parallelization and optimizations to custom Webpack plugins
Improved Google Lighthouse performance by (±19%)  across all pages through better Webpack bundling
configuration and bundle analysis
Improved cross-team collaboration between frontend engineers by organizing a trip to a conference and actively
sponsoring others' work
Participated in code reviews and contributed to the development of engineering best practices and standards
Actively participated in user interviews to better understand the needs and wants of our ICPs

Technical Lead, Frontend Engineer | KupujemProdajem Jul 2018 - Jul 2022
Revamp of the whole tech stack React | Redux | Next.js | Cypress | Node.js | PHP | Jenkins | Docker | Nginx

Architected and led the transformation of the tech stack from a multi-page app to a single-page app, which in turn
reduced total infrastructure costs by (23%)
Adopted and implemented modern frontend development techniques, such as React and Next.js, to improve code
quality, maintainability and site performance
Built reusable UI components and design systems to ensure consistent and accessible user interfaces across
multiple platforms
Mentored junior frontend engineers, providing guidance and support on best practices, coding standards, and
technical skills
Conducted technical interviews for potential hires

Teaching Assistant | Belgrade Institute of Technology Jan 2018 - Jun 2018
Frontend Bootcamp JavaScript | React | Redux

Conducted practical classes in JavaScript and Web development to two generations of students
Helped (41%)  of the students get the job o�er or internship position in less than 3 months a�er finishing the
bootcamp

Fullstack Engineer | Speedr Jun 2017 - Jan 2018
Platform for cognitive learning JavaScript | React | Redux | Java | Spring Boot | MySQL

Created and maintained scalable and e�icient code using JavaScript frameworks such as React and Redux
Implemented responsive design techniques to ensure cross-device compatibility and optimal user experience

So�ware Engineer Intern | TERACOMM, part of ALLTERCO Dec 2016 - May 2017
Client-facing dashboard for bulk messaging service JavaScript | PHP | MySQL | Android

Worked collaboratively with backend developers and designers to integrate API data and create seamless user
experiences

https://linkedin.com/in/brajevicm
https://github.com/brajevicm

